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TODAY: The National Weather Service In Paducah
lorecasta aunny and pleasant weather with a high
•emperature In the 70s. EXTENDED OUTLOOK: For
Saturday through Monday, the forecast calla for partly cloudy skies with no
precipitation. Highs will be In the 60s and Iowa In the 40a.
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Men at work
Visible improvements
for most halls planned
By MICHELE SIMMONS
Associate Editor

A five-year auxiliary
renovation plan for residence
halls totaling almost $5
million will be one of the most
massive maintenance projects
carried out in the past 20
years, according to Tal
Fannin, director · of the
Physical Plant.
The plan, drafted by
Housing Director Paula
Hulick and her staff, was
passed by the Board of
Rettenta March 22.
"We spent all last semester
literally walking through the
buildings and inspecting them
for problema," Hulick said.
"We also talked to hall
directors to find out what
repairs needed to be done."
The renovation will begin
this summer and continue
through 1990. From 1985-87,
$504,300 has been budgeted
with major projects being floor
and ceiling tile replacement
and the painting of rooms in
seven halls.

Photo by KIRK BUNNE~

Center of attention

Nathan Yancy appears to be under heavy scrutiny from his opposition, Scott Ralls (left) and Robert
Henry at the third annual SGA candidate forum eponsored by The Murrey State New• . All three are
running for the office of vice president which Includes the position of president of the University
Center Board.

For 1987-88, $846,500 has
been budgeted with major
projects including new
window insulation for one
hall, replacement of convector
units in one hall and shower
reJU.cements in the low rise
reiiidence halls - Franklin,
Clark and Richmond.
Renovations for the next
two years are fairly similar to
the previous year with budgets
of$675,000 for 1988-89 with ita
major project being the
renovation ofClark Hall's roof
and $590,000 for 1989-1990.
The final year, with a budget
exceeding $2 million, includes
repairs on the heating and
cooling system at College
Courts, roof replacement,
installing a return air syetem
in Regents and White halls to
recirculate air back into the
buildings to conserve energy,
and removal of asbestos from
around pipes in the
mechanical rooms of six balta.

s.. RENOVATION
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Davis charged with Presidential candidat·es
assault of student
call for communication

Student Government ride, Davis allegedly cursed
Association President Willis and threatened her and then
Davis is scheduled to appear hit her in the mouth.
Workman alleges that after
in Calloway County District
Court Monday after being Davis struck her, he tore her
charged with fourth degree purse from her shoulder and
aasault.
then lay across the seats of her
Davia allegedly struck Doris car, refusing to let her leave
Workman, a Mayfield nursing without him.
student, in the mouth shortly
Once Davis got out of the
after midnight April 3, car, Workman said that she
according to Workman's drove to a nearby car wash
affadavit filed in district court. and phoned police. The
Workman alleges that she affadavit and warrant for
gave Davis a ride to the Pi Davis' arrest was signed on
Kappa Alpha fraternity house April 3. He was taken into
late on the night of April2 and custody later that day.
went inside with Davis. When
Davis posted $1,000
she infol'med him that she . unsecured bond and is
needed to leave, Davis scheduled to appear before
followed her into the parking District Judge David
lot and confronted her, Buckingham at 9:30 a.m.
Monday.
according to the affadavit.
Davis allegedly told
Davis pleaded guilty to
Workman that he needed a public intoxication charges
ride from the Pike Lodge and Oct. 14 and last semester
when she told him that she did pleaded guilty to a DUI charge
not have time to f(ive him a laet April.
•

deferred payment if he is
elected. He also stressed the
possibility of academic
advising becoming quicker
through computerized
printouts of students current
status.
Zimmerman, who has put
out the campus directory the
past two years, said he
wanted to initiate a student
discount card and get more
student input into the
registration process.
Brown, current president
of the Residence Hall
Association, proposed that a
10-member group
representing the top campus
groups meet bi-monthly to
discu88 problems. He also
would have senators of each
college sit down with the
presidents of the groupe of
the college to discuss ideas.
Shoulta, a senator-at·
large, stressed the initiation

By DAN HECKEL
News Editor

Giving students a voice on
campus seemed to be the
main goal of the five
candidates for student
government association
president who spoke at a
public forum Tuesday night.
George Panagos, Jeff
Brown, Lou Zimmerman,
Rusty Shoults and Chris
Stovall were the presidential
candidates 'o n hand at the
forum, sponsored by The
Murray State News. Ken
Byrd and Randy Adams are
also candidates for the
office, but did not attend.
Stovall, currently a
aenator-at-large, spoke of the
possibility of the University
offering loans to students on
•
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•

•
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of a campus network to
combine each group on
campus and said the SGA
must go to the people to find
out their needs.
Panagos, who organized
Woods Hall students
concerning the recent issue
of adequate parking near the
residence hall, stressed that
the current SGA has lacked
organization and
communication with the
students, which needs to be
changed.
All the candidates
acknowledged support for
President Kala M. Stroup in
the midst of the controversy
concerning her contract
renewal, although Brown
and Zimmerman said it
would be unwise to take a
SHFORUM
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'Center' stage
Commonwealth Centers to build on current strengths
By CATHY DAVENPORT
••tAft Writer

After endorsement from
Gov. Martha Layne Collins
and the General Assembly,
centers of excellence are on
their way to Kentucky
universities.
While guidelines for the
Commonwealth centers similar to Centers of
Excellence other states have
incorporated - have not been
established, University
adminiBtrators have jumped
the gun and prepared plans for
proiJ'ami they would like to
see initiated here.
The purpose of the
Commonwealth Centers will
be to contribute to Kentucky's
economic well-being and
overall excellence of higher
education. The Centers will be
built on strengths that already
exist within the universities.
President Kala M. Stroup
believes that the colleges of
Science, Business and Public

Affairs, Industry and
Technology, and Education
are MSU's best possibilities
for a Commonwealth Center,
and she 88ked each of these
colleges to draw up proposals
that outline their strengths
and plans for a Center.
The proposal for the College
of Science focuses primarily
on the development of
interdisciplinary teaching
and research programs
involving the area's natural
resources.
Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of
the College ofScience, said the
focus of the Commonwealth
Center would be MSU's
Hancock Biological Station,
which overlooks Kentucky
Lake, but would also
encompass other disciplines
within the college, including
chemistry. geosciences,
mathematics, nursing, and
physics.
Boggess believes MSU is a
atep ahead of other
universities that might
compete for a Biological

Commonwealth Center
because it ·is the only
institution in the state with
such excellent facilities 88 the
biological station and ita
location neartwoofthe largest
reaervoirs in the southeastern
United States.
"It would be redundant for
any other institution to try to
build facilities to try to
com~te with the ones that we
already have," said Boggess.
The Center's facilities would
be available for all the
commonwealth to use and
would be a teaching and
research resource at the local,
state, and national levels,
Boggess said.
"And any studies that
involve the ecological balance
will benefit the state as a
whole," Boggess added.
The establishment of a
Center would actually be an
extension of plans the College
of Science bas already been
working on, Boggess said.
"My desire for quite some
time has been to get the

various disciplines to
cooperate," said Boggess, "so
this idea for a Commonwealth
Center is a natural part of our
planning process, and we'll try
to go through with the plans
even if we don't get the
approval for state funding of a
Center."
A joint proposal for a
Commonwealth Center of
Business and Industrial
Development h88 been drawn
up by the colleges of Busineas
and Public Affairs, and
Industry and Technology.
"Both colleges play a
significant role in the support
of busine88 and industry,"
said Dean Ken Winters of the
College of Industry and
Technology, "so it seemed to
us that a cooperative effort
between the two was not only
logical but practical and
desirable."
The primary goal of the
Commonwealth Center of
Business and Industrial
Development would be to
strengthen the economic and

developmental potential of the
commonwealth by providing
high quality educational
progt'ams and research and
development services.
The Center would focus
mainly on management and
employee retraining
programs, the enhancement of
international trade and
investment opportunities for
Kentucky businesses, and
linkage of several groups
concerned with improvement
of the state's business and
industry.
Dr. John Thompson, dean of
the College of Business and
Public Affairs, said other
important features of the
center's plan will benefit
students, including the
coordination of projects with
business and industry to
advance the design of an
automated manufacturing
system
and
the
S.. CENTERS
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Horticulturist job could be cut
By JIM ROBERSON
Staff Writer

Along with a denial of
•enure and a terminal contract
l(>r Dr. John Griffin, assistant
l)rofessor in the department of
.1griculture, could come an
dimination of his job as
•1rnamental horticulturist.
A terminal contract,
according to the University
faculty handbook, is a onevear contract that stipulates
no further employment
<·ontracts for that individual.
Griffin said he has been told
.he position of ornamental
horticulturist is going to be
i!liminated, partially because
,,flow enrollment in some of
' he horticulture classes. The
.. rnamental hol'ticulture
·urriculum emphasizes the
lesthetic aspects of
•tgriculture.
"I was told the position
would be elim.i nated but I'm
wt sure," Griffin said.
" If we're judged by numbers
1rnrollment) we don't have
•nany members, but if you
heck with any other technical
. lcpartment it will be the
. ~ arne," Griffin said.
Dr. James T. Long, who
·ect!ntly stepped down as

Griffin said he plane on
staying at the Univereity 88
long aa pouible, but in the
,nterest of higher education,
•·ould not stand by and watch
the pouible elimination of
·1mamental horticulture.
"The decilion has been very
: tard to make," Griffin said. "I
have been here for quite some
lime and I have to be
oncemed for my family."
Griffin said with his past
'f>cord his tenure denia l
' '''lf'sn't make much sense.
During the almost four
• years spent at the College of
John Griffin
Science, Griffin said he won
avorable evaluations by his
rfepartment chairman, aaid he
•tars, other college deans and
has not been told the polition
Long. However. since the
•·\'Ould be eliminated.
.lt•partment was moved into
"We had low enrollment in the College of Industry and
-orne areas and I felt that Technology he has received
hurt," Long said. "Dean (Ken) .. lmost no word concerning his
Winters told me there would perfonnance as an instructor,
nut be an elimination of the
',E' said.
position (of ornamental
According to the University
horticulturist)."
.. ,culty handbook, any faculty
Griffin said he plans to r.ternber under investigation
.•ppeal the tenure decision, • .1r tenure recommendation
;,cted on by the Board of r.,nst be promptly informed of
H.egenta March 22, once he
. . nure recommendation
1 E'Ceives written notification.
dE'cisione made at each step of
l'he basis of his appeal the process .
· oncems disaiJ'eemente with
This include& tenure
l.ong and what could be ··ommittees, the department
,·onstrued as negative student .:hairman. the dean of the
·valuationsl88t spring.
··ollege, the vice president for

Jamea T. Long

.tt·ademic affairs and the
·rresident of the Univeraity.
<1riffin said he was not
•otified of the decision about
,;,; ~mmendation until 24
·:tyfl after the decision was
nade. Griffin said he was
.·ventually informed by
\inters and James Booth,
· tee president for academic
.1ffairs.
Booth said that as a matter
••f courtesy be met with Griffin
Tun. 24- seven days prior to
i hE' required date- informing
r :riffin of the decision.
Moving the departments of
, griculture and home
··conomics, two departmente
with high enrollment, into the

...:ollege of Industry a nd
l'echnology W88 not a move
unanimously approved
throughout the University,
11riffin 118id.
Griffin contends the move
·nay have been motivated by a
desi r e to increase the
nrollment figuree, enabling
' he University to better aell the
rfea of a new industry and
: ~!Ch nology building to
t ..:isla tors.
According to figures from
·he admissions office, the
.. nrollment for the College of
: ndustry and Technology is up
., v :lO percent while in all other
• .,Jleges the enrollment figures
1110pped about 8 percent.
:'hese figures indicate the
••crease occurred after the
departments were moved into
1he College of Industry and
1\'<'hnology.
Concerning the student
• \·aluations, Griffin said he
...atizes his classes are
-umewhat tougher than other
lasses across campus, but he
~>ntends that to be less
It·manding of his students
., ould be cheating them out of
' fair education .

The Mla• dventurea of Arlo

CANADIAN CLUB

tOOL.!~~~

SM GRIFFIN
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New parking spots aid students
By JOHN WATSON
: •tall Writer

The lack of adequate student
parking and safety has led to
proposed parking zone
changes on both the north and
south enda of campus.
The Office of Public Safety
last week changed 17 parking
places from red/ blue zones to
red/ yellow zones just west of
Waldrop Drive by the Fast
Track. The change was made
to aid those commuters who
have meal tickets and
students who live in the North
Donnitory Complex.

Winslow, Hester area rezoned
"This is the only change we
have planned now and for
next semester, if no other
major problems arise," said
Joe Green, director of Public
Safety.
One change that might
occur next semester is
allowing third semester
freshmen to park in the yellow
zone areas. "What has been
the practice in the past is if we
see a lot of parking spaces not
being used in the North Donn
Complex then we will
randoml y select third

semester freshmen to fill those
open spaces,'' Green said.
The proposed freshmen
selection is in reaponae to the
growing number of vacant
parki n g spaces behind
Franklin and Richmond
Halls.
"One reason there are open
spaces is that 15 to 20 people in
Clark Hall have been using
the Currie Center parking lot.
As long as they are willing to
pay the fines for parking there
I really can't do much about
them," Green said.

Zone changes on the south
end of campus by Woods Hall
are pending final decision by
Frank Julian, vice president of
Student Development.
The zone changes will take
place after new conatruction
on Olive Street will no longer
permit parking along the side
of any lane.

"What we plan to do is
replace the existing sidewalk,
remove the asphalt and
replant that area with grass,
this will prohibit parking on
both lanes," aaid Tal Fannin,
directot of the Physical Plant.
Fannin also said
conatruction will begin on the
gravel parking lot near the
University Chriatian Student
Center as soon as school is out,
with completion by the end of
June at the latest.

Vote for experience

LOU
Zimmerman
for SGA President
Your support will be deeply appreciated
Paid for

the candidate

D•m•ge-Free Towing
Phone
'753-9131

~ HWY. 841 S. - HAZEL RD.
Mu McC.-.MURRAY
Mlar. w...a- s-wc.
:

'

THE PARKING AREA betwMn Wlntlow Cafeteria and Heater Hall waa recently rezoned to Include
perking IPIC" tor commutere •nd dorm retldenta.

Border students eligible for grants
Students who live in
counties that border Kentucky
are now eligible for incentive
grants that will make their
tuition costs comparable to
those of in-state students.
Phit - Bryan , dean of
admissions, said the incentive
grant program will begin in
the fall of 1986. "These are true
grants, the same for all
students in each state," he
eaid.
To be eligible for a grant the
students must have a score of
20 or better on the ACT, or be
in the top one-third of their
claea with an ACT score of 15.
A tranefer student must have
a cumulative grade point
average of 2.0.
The students must maintain
a GPA of 2.0 for the grant to
continue. Graduate students
must maintain a GPA of 3.0.
The students grades will be
checked yearly.
All students in the program,
except part-time graduate
students, will be required to
live in campus housing.
The grants are automatic for
all students who meet the
eligibility req uir ements,
Bryan said. If a student
becomes ineligible because of
a low GPA he may reapply
after raising his cumulative
GPA to the required level.
With the incentive grant,
students from the border
countiea will pay in-state
tuition plua $100.

Bryan will be in the Currie
Center A uditor ium on
Tuesday at 6 p.m. to answer
questions about the incentive
grant program.

Import Auto Salvege
New and used parts
New parts In stock at cost

Special orders 2·3 days for
delivery
474-2325

753-1682

The University Ct>nter Board
proudly presenta the 1986

Miss Murray State
University Scholarship Pageant
Saturdayt April12
7:30p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
Admission:
$3 general
$2 MSU students
$1 children under 12

The 1986 Miss MSU Contestants
A UCB production funded by SOA

..
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Good news, good luck
to cam pus· speech team
Newspapers, this one included,
are quite often criticized for
covering more bad news than good.
There is a lso an argument that bad
news is more popular to read than
good. If difficult to understand,
this phenomena is even more
difficult to recognize and correct.
Sometimes the good news
becomes old hat to write and to
read. And especially when one
group receives recognition fairly
regularly, interest can wane a bit.
The sports section of this
publication devotes most of its
space to recognizing excelllmce
(and fail ures) in athlt·tic
competitions and is reportedly the
least · read section of the
newspaper. It seems individual
glory doesn't make for very
interesting or exciting reading for
most people.
So there is a quandry in
consistently giving credit where
credit is due . But when
organizations such as the

University speech team reach a
pinnacle such as national
competition, there isn't coverage
enough to con gratulate and praise
its efforts.
T h e
outstanding
accomplishments of a single
person or a group of people
sometimes get lost in the shuffle of
contract controversies, fraternity
elections and beauty contests.
The hard work a nd enthusiasm
of the speech team has brought
national recognition to Murray
State and increased interest in the
d e p a·r t m e n t o f s p e e c h
communication and theatre as
well.
But those things sometimes go
unnoticed and unthanked.
So here is that notice and a
"thank you" to the speech team
a nd a wish of good luck at
nationals th is weeken d. T he
professionalism and quality
performances of the members is
truly a story everyone should hear
about.

FEEDBACR
Emotional editor
To the Editor:
Dan Heckel is a person ruled by
emotion rather than intellect, which is
n o t bad unless it i nvolves
professionalism. Being the news editor
for the university paper, he should be
I'Oncemed with "getting all the facts
and presenting the truth."
He did not use reason in his article
about the Housing office (March 28).
Maybe h e couldn't think of anything
else to write and wanted to get a rise out
of the Housing staff. The least he could
have done was to bring to light
important issues.
I'm a resident adviser and I do care
about the other students. I'm not in this
job because of the money. Truthfully,
the money isn't all that great. The
responsibility, however, is.
I am the first step between the
students and the Establishment. I pass
on feelings , problems and concerns.
I'm proud when someone a sks for my
advice and I can help them solve a
problem. There is nothing wrong with

caring about other people.
The policy of consolidation is based
on justice. lf one person gets a private
room free, then all private rooms
should be free . Everyone would want
one. Residence life and college life in
general give the opportunity to deal
with other people and to adapt to
situations.
Humankind needs community. If
you are a hermit, don't go to college
because that's where you can expect to
find other people.
As to the $50 registration fee Heckel has made it to the ranks of
higher education, so presumably he
can read. Read and take note of what
you sign and take the responsibility of
your signature.
Heckel should address important
issues like visitation and vandalism
instead of writing without forethought
or research into a subject.
Kim Matibag
Junior
Louisville

o-we Prather
Editor In Chief

· Orville Herndon
Business Manager

Michele Simmon•
Viewpoint Editor

Ann L8ndini

Adviser

Freedom of the press
To the Editor:
One of the great, albeit underutilized.
opportunities for public spectacle
involves clashes among media titans.
The media prides itself on criticizing
other public institutions, but too
seldom criticizes itself.
Granted, the opportunity for show is
not as great as in such physical
encounters as food fights , roller derby
or duels ; when practiced by
illuminators such as Drew Pearson,
Westbrook Pegler and Mike Royko, the
expression can approach the epitome
of televised mud wrestling. More
importantly, these expressions of
verbal venom are oftentimes cloaked
within enlightened expositions of
press respon&;bility and freedom .
Lonnie Harp's recent commentary
regarding The Paducah Sun's
publishing - and MSU TV 11 'a
repeating - of the Board of Regent's
split enclosed session regarding the
early renewal of President Stroup's
contract, however, falls short on both
counts.
First, he has practiced the form of
criticittm, but neither the art nor the
proper location within the paper. His
identification of Bill Bartleman as an
adjunct JRT instructor who does not
follow his own advice is too vague an

implication. Ia that an attack on
Bartleman, the department, both or
neither?
His more obvious reference to the
attention span of the MSU TV 11 news
staffis too easily refuted by the number
of them graduating with honors and is
too easily turned to an unjustified
disparagement of Harp's own writing
ability.
Second, Harp's analysis of press
responsibility misses the point. As he
correctly points out, the press serves as
a watchdog over public officials, the
crux of Lasswell' s surveillance
function . The public has a right to
know , and the press has the
responsibility to accurately report,
what public officials are doing while
conducting public business.
Officials are sometimes embarra88ed
during this scrutiny and decisions are
often delayed, but they are generally
more effective. That's the purpose of
press freedom and that's why The
Paducah Sun published, and MSU TV
11 repeated, Bartleman's story.
Enlightened decision-making will
ultimately benefit everyone .
Congratulations to all those involved.
Roger Haney
Associate Professor
Journalism and Radio/ TV

Resident adviser loves job
To the Editor:
I would like to remind Dan
Heckel once again, to get h is facts
straight. The commentary he ran in
the Viewpont section " Housing's red
tape gets sticky." (March 28) was very
one-sided and unprofessional.
I am a resident adviser at White Hall,
so this article caught my interest on
more than one point. First, the case of
the girl wit h no roommate was more
than th e blunt, open and shut case h e
made it out to be.

The girl involved chose not to act
within t he stated deadline forgetting a
roommate or talking with the director
about her t<ituation. She avoided the
problem so long that the only person
left for her to room with was the
graduate student. For her then to be
allowed to change the policy of upper
level students . getting first choice
would have heen wrong.
Second, h is snide comments on the
RAs concern for people on their floors
were very uniust. I care a bout \\hat

hAopens to my residents:
1 do not hate my job , nor do l''lie like
a big dog" a bout my programs; and
neither do most of the RA.s I know. I
presently have a program that over 100
people h ave signed up to participate in.
This list is at our front desk and can be
verified.
As to his $50 deposit, I would nsk
Heckel if he would casually allow n
i'CporWr to tum in a news story a day
late. I doubt it. If he wish es to
con d nue writing t h is t y p e of

"journalism," he should be reminded
that most libel suits involve more than
the $50 he lost for missing the deadline.
I am not an expert in journalism, but
I have taken enough J RT courses to
know th at the type of story Heckel
wrote goes against many or the
principles that we are taugh t in class.
Th e Murray State News ploys an
important part in camp us life, but o
news story ofth is kind does not.
Megan Mehaffey
Elberfeld, Ind.
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Candidates ready Forum------------------------for Wednesday's
SGA elections
Conti nued from P-oe 1

'l'he following 53 students
candidates for student
~ overnment association
•Pots for the 1986-87 school
, •·ar. There will be two
. ··natora from each colleee
md six senators-at-large.
t"he election is Wednesday.

SENATOR
INDUSTRY AND TECH.

Il l '

•
•
•
•
•
•

PRESIDENT

Russell "Rusty" Shoulta
• Ken BYtd
• Chris Stovall
:.. l..ou Zimmerman
• .JeffBrown
• Randy Adams
• George Panagoe

SENATOR
EDUCATION

4

VICE PRESIDENT

• Robert Henry
~ Lorilee Jonee
• ~rott Ralls
'~athan Yancy
SECRETARY

'"'.h•ff Delaney
n Kim Randall
• Handy Longshore
TREASURER

· • Monica Hobbs
A ,Jnhn Dodd
• ~cott Hassebrock

Kathy Martin
Chris McNeil
Bill Garibay
Kriati Phillips
David Grady
Bill Murray

• Ruth Sandera
• Jimmilyn Young
• Dawn Griffin
SENATOR
BUSINESS AND PUBLIC
AFFAIRS

• Cathie Rice
• .Jon Webb
• Carl Elliott
SENATOR
ARTS
F INE
COMMUNICATIONS

..

• Jeanna Curtie
• Drew Buhler

•
•
SENATOR
HUMANISTIC STUDIES · •
•
1 K£'vin Shannon
•
• Amy Thompson
•
·' I h1vid Snellen
•
SENATOR
. N V I RONMENTA L •
•
SCIENCES
•
• Mark Logan
•
II Lisa Chaney
•
• .Jeri Petty
•
• Rick Crabtree
•
• Mitzi Lewis

SENATOR
AT LAROE

Dan Ingle
Rod Tompkins
Charles "Dale" Bynum
Bryon Lofton
Kirsten Schmidt
Richie Berry
Gerald Baker
Stacy Elgin
Mike Staples
Kerry Gamel'
Molly Donnelly
Stephanie Stephens
Relinda Hart
Julie Garrard

poeition on how they would
vote if they were student
Regent until they had
gathered more information.
All five candidates are
Kentucky residents and are
eligible to become student
Regent, which has been split
between two students the past
two ye8l'8.
When asked about the
success of the past year's
student government, only
Panagos said he was not
pleaaed at all. "It's time to
start from scratch," he said.
Brown said he had seen
some good and some bad in the
past year, while Shoulta,
Stovall and Zimmerman
blamed many of the SGA'a
inadequacies on negative
publicity from ·The Mu"ay
State News.
"Wl_l:.en one group is always
gnarlmg at the other, it causes
a lot of apathy." Shoulta said.
Three of the four vice
presidential candidates alao
~>poke at the forum.
Nathan Yancy, a candidate
for vice president who serves
on the public relatione and
placement committee of the
student alumni association,
said although he has no
previous SGA experience,
fresh ideas will only help.
"I would like to see a
monthly memo sent out to let
students know what's going •
on and also a marquee in front
of the Currie Center to let those
who are driving by see what is
comine up," Yancy said.
Robert Henry, a residence

hall adviser and member of
the speech team, said that
sitting outside of the SGA has
given him a chance to see
things as students do. "I've
seen the SGA as a coil moving
inside instead of outside,"
Henry said.
ScOtt Ralls, who has been
involved with University

Center Board committees for
two years, said the job of vice
president takes someone with
imagination to run the UCB.
"There has been some
stagnation, but I will make
sure that we find out what
students want," Ralls said.
"One step backward is better
than no step at all."

World of Sound
is opening its number 2 store
for students and faculty at
1303 Cltestnut
•
open1ng
soon

Alpha Omicron Pi
suppo~ts

Lisa Chaney

and Kristi PhiJlips

.
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f:()mmitee Chair-man
()pen
Concerts
Production-Sound/
Lights
MissMSU
Publicity
Special Events

Arts & Crafts/
Recreation & Travel
Lecture
Film & Video
Minority Awareness
Coffeehouse

Applications may be picked up in the Students Activities Office
first floor of the Curris Center. Applications due noon, Friday, April 18.
Interviews Will be conducted Tuesday, April 22.
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NEWSbriefs
Scheduling to begin
Prescheduling for 1986 summer and fall semester classes will
begin April21.
Students must pay all due accounts in full before sch eduling.
Payments can be made at the cashier's office on the 2nd floor of
Sparks Hall between 9 a .m. and noon, and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. For
more information contact the accounts receivable office at
762-4227.

Press awards given
Three students have been recognized for the Columbia
Scholastic Press Asaociation Gold Circle Award for outstanding
contributions to The Shield, during the 1985-86 academic year,
including one first place award.
Roy Mobley, a former Shield photographer, won first place for
his color feature photograph titled "Situation in Hand."
Susanna Hodges, former Shield editor, and Drew Buhler, a
junior from Clarksville, Tenn., received a certificate of merit for
thejr people spread, "Thoroughbred File."

Debate to b'e .televised
..
\

Campus Network will televise a live debate on whether
abortion should be legal or illegal via satellite from Washington
D.C. Wednesday at 7 p.m . in the Currie Center Ballroom.
Faye Wattleton, president of Planned Parenthood, Dr. J ohn
Willke, president of the National Right to Life Committee, the
Rev. Beatrice Blair of the St. Marks Church in the Bowery, New
York City, and Dr. Jean Garton, Chairperson of the Commission
on Women for Lutheran Church-Misaouri Synod, will
participate in the debate.
At the con clusion of the debate, individuals from participating
sites nationwide will vote on whether the abortion resolution
was upheld or defeated.

.
. h ed Iec tU re
. t1ngu1S
D IS
.
.
Med" . M ,.
.A pub11c lecture titled "~e Lawy~r as. Modem
1cme an
Wlll be Tuesday at 8 p.m. m th e auditon um of the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.
Rennard Strickland, dean of the school of law at Southern
Illinois University will be the speaker.
The lecture is being sponsored by the department of politic~l
science and legal studies and the College ofBuein~ ~d ~blic
Affairs as _part of the Harry Lee Waterfield Distinguished
Lecture Se~es.
.
For more infonnation contact Dr. Gi!ne J . Garfield at 762-2661.

Frankfort realtor sues governor
over constitutionality of regents
By LONNIE HARP

Senior Editor
A Frankfort realtor and
auctioneer who asked Gov.
Martha Layne Collins to
consider his pastor for a
position on the Murray State
Board of Regents is now
suing the governor to test the
state's law concerning the
six-year terms of board
members.
Jim Morri8, who filed the
lawsuit in Franklin County
Circuit Court last week, said
Wednesday that he h ad not
heard • from state officials

Griffin-Continued from P•g• 2
Griffin said b e doesn't
understand h ow the college
. uuld consider the poaaibility
,f eliminating his job.
" There ia b u t o n e
rnamental horticulturist at
•his University and when you
..tart thinking about cutting a
'I>Rition when the quality (of
·ciucation) goes up - it juat
'uesn't make any aenae,"
:riffin said.

Computer
terminals
aid library
A computer terminal with
on-line access to a major
s u bscription company
installed in Waterfield Library
April 2, should greatly
improve the periodical section
1
of the libra ry, according to
Coy H a rm on dea n of
librariee.
'
If library workers wish to
subscribe to a new periodical
Harmon said that they juet
subscribe by computer to a
compan y in Birmingh am,
Ala., saving much time.

about the suit which contests
the constitutionality of sixyear terms for Regents.
The six-year terms were
approved for the General
Astttlmbly in 1980. And
despite a November attorney
general's opinion that stated
the longer terms violate the
state constitution,legislators
did not change the law in the
recent session.
" I don't know any regents
at any of the universities this isn't a n ything
personal ," Morr is said,
adding that he filed the suit
only to have the matter
resolved.

Two University Regents,
Jim Cooke of Louisville who
is beginning the sixth year of
his term and Jere McCuiston
of Trenton who is in the fifth
year of his term, would be
affected should courts find in
favor of Morri8.
Prior to the change,
Regents served four year
terms. If Morris prevails,
Collins may be able to triple
the number of regents she
can name to atate university
boards.
Morris said the state h as
about 10 more days to
respond to the suit.

~stOYC.II
For SGA Preslcleat

Per.nls

Paid for by
candidate

$25

Haircuts

$5

Cosmetology by LaDora
(MSU Alumna)
1417 Main

753-0658

The Ultimate In Faster,
Sa r Sun-Tanning Equipment
BIIH IIIAHBR"

0
"You'v• Got To Try It" •••
h 's U. V.A. no n-burnmg , safe,
cool &comfortableI Now you
con capture for your.e ll tho
d eep, dark SAVAGE l OOK·
lNG TAN everyone'' rovong
a bout! listen to the AM·FM
conette player co mplete with
headp hones while relo•ing .

•

Single Se ssion . . ·. . .... . ... . . . . .. . . $3
5 Se ssions .. . ..... .. . . ....... ... . $13
10 Se ssions . ...... . . . .. . . . ...... $25
• 20 Sessions . . . ... . ... ... •.. . .... $45
• Recel~e o

nu lottie

of UVA Tonnlng Lotion

Specia l a iS4 applies to the Sun t ana Sun hd

Choose your tableware £rom our international collection of dinnerware, sternware and
flatware. Whether you prefer formal or informal, sterling or stainless-or something in·
between, our large selection offers you all price ranges.

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

,

Court Sql.-8

Special Ends April 18
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
See tlte ti/Herence In /u•t a lew U minute ••••Ion•/

REBD[II\IES
lt2 Dixieland Center

(502} 753·0882
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PEOPLE
Ann Carr, director of the
Child Development Center
and assistant p~ofesaor in the
d epartment of h ome ,
economics, was recognized 88
8 30-year member of the
Kentucky Home Economics
Association (KHEA) during
the organization's annual
meeting April2·4 in Frankfort.

department of accounting at
Arkansas State University in
Jonesboro . Hia new
appointment is effective July

Wllllem 8 . Seale, Dr. Gery
Brockwey , D r. Rog er
Schoenfeldt, Dr. Fred Miller
and Dr. Glynn Mangold.

1.

Five members of the
department of management
and marketing will participate
as panelists at the Mid-South
Marketing Educators
Dr. Owen MoMiey, professor Conference through Saturday
of accounting, has accepted in Pensacola, Fla.
Those participating are: Dr.
the chairmanship of the

Faculty and students from
the department of industrial
education and technology
recently attended the 48th
annual International
Technology Education
Association Conference in
Kansas City, Mo.

Continued from Page 1
The funding for the first
year's renovations will come
from interest collected from an
emergency maintenance fund ,
according to James Cofer, vice
president for finance and
administrative services.
"When the donna were built
they were purchaaed under
bonds with a requirement that
a fund of $500,000 be
maintained totakecareofany
major disasters that might
occur,' ~ Cofer said. ''This is
just a protection of assets for
the bond holders."
"Over the years this fund
has had an interest earning of
around $1.1 million that will
be used to renovate the
residence halls," he said.
Future funding for this
project will be attained from
subsequent interest earnings,
funds raised from the housing
rate increase to be put into
effect next semester and other

will be an inconvenience to
residents will be first priority
during the summer," Hulick
said.
"We have wanted to work on
some of these things for quite a
while, but for the past four or
five years we have had to pour
large amounts of money into
necessary repairs that
students dont't see, such as
roof repairs and replacing air
compre880rs," Hulick said.
"Now that we have some
funding we are going to do
some things to improve the
appearance of the .residence
halls."
There are 10 residence halls
on this campus with
approximately 1,700 rooms.
" We usually run at about 98
percent occupancy in the fall
and then drop a few points in
the spring," Hulick said.
"These renovations are going
to affect a large majority of the
students!'

Bert Siebold, assistant
pTofessor, presented a paper at
the meeting titled
"Earthquake Forces and
Ear thquake Resistance :
Factors in Housing Design."

Others from the department
faculty who attended the
meeting were: Dr. John Kruger,
chairman, Dr. Eddie Adema,
Denny Clelbome, and Mort
Tooal.

Renovation---........_________
non-recur: ing money in that
area.
"We will just take this on a
year-to-year basis," Cofer
said.
According to Hulick, the
cost estimate& for these
projects were compiled from
estimates received from the
Physical Plant and from
outside contractors.
The University will hire
outside contractors for some of
the major repairs, such as
replacing floor and ceiling
tiles, painting and installing
new carpet, Fannin said. The
Physical Plant staff, with 54
staff members and 18 student
workers, will be involved in
such renovation as installing
new exhaust fans and
repairing boilers.
The Housing Office will hire
an additional 40-50 student
workers over the summer
when the majority of the work
will be done. "Anything that

lt.s···
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Wednesday, April16
Curris Center Theatre
\ Showtimes:
3:30p.m. $1 all seats
7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.25 with MSU ID
$2 without MSU ID

:r---------------------7~ ct admissivn
I

•

to any showing of .......

: ~em() Williams .._:"!.-·~....~
1

with this coupon

Board

presents
'I~

Curris Center

Free-for-All

April IS
Step Show
7 p.m. - Atrium

Hall and Oates rock concert
Amateur Night
8 p.m. - Stables
featuring MSU students
with a variety of talent

:
1

:

·----------------------·

The University Center

The Spring

:

9:30p.m.- Ballroom
shown on the big screen TV
through the campus network

all events are free
UCB productions funded by SGA

l
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Continued from Paa- 2
implementation of an
extensive internship program
to provide real-life experience
to the educational program.
Thompson believes the joint
propoaal integrates the best of
both colleges and gives the
program much strength.
"With the academic and
management training of thie
school combined with the
skills of Industry and
Technology, we can do a lot to
benefit the economy of
western Kentucky,"
Thompson said.
Although the College of
Education has not completed a
written propoaal, Dean Janice
Weaver said member& of the
collese have discuaeed ideas
which they would like to
incorporate in a formal plan.

-

Weaver said with a
Commonwealth Center they
would eeek to reach a state of
the art in interactive
educational technology.

"We'd like to develop a
system that would hold up the
idea of how things might be
taught in the year 2000,"
Weaver said. "In the future,
learning will not be totally
reliant on classrooms but
enhanced- not replaced- by
new technology."
The center would go way
beyond the uae of computen in
echool, she eaid; but would
actually be compared in some
waya to the Epcot Center in
Orlando, Fla., where hanc:fa..on
experience ia offered with
sound, lasers, and other
technological advance..

"Like the Epcot Center, our
Commonwealth Center would
be fun and exciting but applied
to lessons," Weaver said.
As every college in the
University is in some way
related to education, Weaver
believes that if the College of
Education receives a
Commonwealth Center it will
have a greater impact on more
students than any other center
might.
Weaver aleo said the center
could be a resource for faculty
in any institution to come and

observe to see how they may
incorporate its technology into
their claeaee.
A. the only dean at MSU
who baa had experience
working with a Center of
Excellence at another
institution, Weaver expressed
the concern that if MSU
receives a Commonwealth
Center it will not be run as
some in other states have
been.
"Very few have been able to
maintain themeelvea at a level
of excellence,'' she said.

~ • • • ···Public Notice • • • • • • • •

On Apttl 21, at 10 a.m., Speny
New Holland will Hit 1 New
Holtand TAU combine and 1
Nnt Holtend 172 15' greln heed
at MclC. .I Equipment Co., Inc.,
S03 Walnut lt., Mumy

~StOYC.II . ~,. .,
· - HA ............

candidate

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525

.

Mon., Tuee.,
Wed., Special

~

Sportcom

Plain Skirts
(P!Mts extra)
or

Blazers

3 FOR

SJ"

It's Easy To Qualify
For $400 from Ford
Motor Company
• You must receive at
least a bachelor's degree
or a state RN license
between October 1, 1985
and September 30, 1986.

For Pre-approved
Credit from Ford
Credit
• You must have verifiable employment that
begins within 120 days
of your qualifying vehi..
cle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and
your vehicle payment.
• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indi..
cate payment made as
agreed.

• And don't forget ... you
must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a
state RN license between
October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986.

You are eligible for $400
even if you don't finance
your purchase. Use it
toward your down payment <'r get a check from
Ford after the purchase
or lease.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan The amount of your pre..
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang,
Thunderbird
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz,
Capri, Cougar
Ford Truck: Aerostar,
Bronco II, Ranger,
F-150 & F-250

approved credit is determined by the qualified
vehicle you buy.

· If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock, it must
be ordered by June 1,
1986. Delivery of all
vehicles must be taken
by August 31, 1986.
For complete details on
how to get your $400
plus pre-approved credit,
call the toll-free number
today.

1-8004574065

Laundered

Folded or

on hangers.
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19 to compete for crawf.l

campus

The 16th annual Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant, sponsored
by the Student Government Aaaociation, will be Saturday at
7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Nineteen women will compete in the categories which include
peraonal interviews and evening gown and swimsuit
competition.
Sin1er/ comedian Michael John will be the master of
ceremonies. A reception will follow the pageant.
General admiuion is $3. The cost for MSU students with their
ID card is $2, and the cost for children under 12 is $1 .

The neighborhood
College Courts couples find a home away from home
By CATHY DAVENPORT
St a ff W riter

An 18-month·old boy playa
among his toys neatly
arranged in the corner of the
living room , while hie
parents sit on the sofa
watching a basketball game
on television. Behind them, a
collection of wedding and
baby pictures decorate the
plain wall.
A husband leaves his
studies to carry out the
garbage while his wife does
some last minute
"straightening up " in
preparing to have relatives
visit them in their new home.
A mother does some needlepointing while her
husband relaxes in
~.'"' · ., · front of tlie
~~
fllleyjSoo
~
set.

""-.........

his hunting rifles and
deer head mounted on the
wall. The screen door is
propped open to let in the
spring air, and from the back
of the apartment comes the
sound of their six·year-old
daughter's voice as she sings
while taking her bath.
Like their apartments,
each family is unique. Yet all
have one thing in common they live in College Courts,
where porches and playing
children greet married
students tucked away in this
apartment neighborhood in a
remote comer of the campus.
Russell and Stephanie
Burger and their son, Major,
are originally from New
Hamburg, Mo., but 516
College Courts has been their
home since August.
" I guess you could say that
this is our 'home away from
home,"' said Russell , a
member of the Thoroughbred
have
baseball team. "We
our own house in
Miuouri that

we consider 'home' whenever
we can go there for the
weekend. But when baseball
seaaon is in and we can't go to
Miseouri, then this (College
Courts) ia our home."
The Burgers chose to pack
only bare necessities when
they moved into their College
Courts apartment, which
came equipped with some
furniture.
"It's too much trouble to
pack back and forth so we
decided to leave moat of our
stuff in our house in Miseouri
and live simple here," aaid
Stephanie. "This is more like
just a place for us to •tay to
get through school." ·
Overall, the Burger& said
they enjoy living in College
Courts. In fact, they much
prefer it to the off-campus
apartment they lived in last
year.
•
Alon1 with being
convenjently located within walking
distance
of

classroom buildings - their this is the way to go," he said.
apartmentisquieterthan the " It's really nice for the
one they rented in Call_otvay University to have facilities
Gardena, Stephanie saicr.: • like this. A lot of colleges
"We can't hear a n i ) don't."
here," she said. '-flrX,~
The Burgers like the
apartmentwecould~e r (o r neighborhood atmosphere
neighbora) waahing dishes College Courts provides.
and talking."
"The first thing Saturday
AB parents, the Burgers morning you can hear all the
said the~ also like the fact kids out playing and riding
that there are children of all~ their bicycles,'' Stephanie
ages living nearby so they said. However, her comment
can always find playmate,! brought to Russell's mind one
of the few complaints he has
for Major.
As for themselves, Russell about the area.
and Stephanie enjoy being
"People come speeding
surrounde~ , br college throughhereallthetime,"he
couples, which g1ves them a said "and it's unsafe because
chance to socialize with of ali the kids who are outside
people their own age. In fact, playing."
Russell is . a housing
As far , as Ruaaell and
re~r,sentatJ v~ f~r the Stephanie are concerned,
building they hve. m and
married while going to
helps to &rl'8.DP SOCJal events college ia actually easier than
for all the Coll~ge when they were separated at
Courts cou~l~s. hke different colleges.
a recent chtb supper.
"When we were apart, we
According to
Rusaell, their on· wanted to aee each other all
campus apart- the time, so we couldn't study
ment is also when we were together,"
economical." If
See NEIGHBORHOOD
you're a
Page 10
marrieCi
couple, I
think
~

bema
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Tennis. Lady
Racerwvt .
University of
Louia11111e 3 p m.
MSU tennis couns .
Co~.

Percussion
ensemble concert 8
p .m. Annex Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center.

Tennlt. Lady
Raeera vs Auetl n
Peay 9a m ..
Arkansas State 2
p.m. MSU tennis
cou n s
T111Cit. Lady Raeerw
Invitational Track
Meet, 10 a.m .
Stewart Stadium.

HOtM eh"'.

Interco llegiate
Horse Show
Association
Regional Finals 10
a.m. Exposition
Center.
Concert. MSU
Cl'lamber Orcl'lestra
3:30p.m. Annex
Recital Hall

MoN. ROTC

mov1e noght A
Bridge Too f ar 6:30
pm. Room 207
St-an Stadium.
Concer1. L.ow bran
ensem ble 8 p .m.
Farrell Recital Hall.

Election. SGA
elec tions 8:30a.m
to 4 p.m. Curraa
Center Ballroom.
All Campue ling.
Sponsored by
Sigma Alpha Iota
music tratemity 4
p .m. MSU
Quadrangle.
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Ne~hborhood-----------------------------------Continued from Page 9
Stephanie said. Russell
added, "The phone billa are a
lot cheaper now."
Unlike the Burgers, Todd
and Kathy Smith of Mayfield
who were married in
January and started living in
College Courts this semester
- don't agree on the effect
that being married baa on
their studies.
While Kathy's opinion is
much the same as the
Burgers', Todd said that their
marriage puts a strain on hie
schoolwork.
"I've got a lot more to do- a
lot more to worry about now,"
Todd said.
The College Courts
apartment ia the only place the
Smiths have lived as a
married couple and the only
place that they both have been
able to call home.
"It's not like a dorm room at
' all," said Kathy. "It's bigger,
we can do our own cooking,
and there's lots more
housecleaning to do."
"It's a lot easit>t" to stay
here," said Todd, who doesn't
get as bored in the apartment
as he did in his dorm room.
The Smiths also said they
were pleasantly surprised
about the condition of their
apartment when they first
moved in.
"We didn't have to do much
fixing up at all," Kathy said.
"It was really clean."
They have not had any
trouble with maintenance.
"They (maintenance people)
came in today and fixed the

plumbing, and it wasn't even
broken. They said some
faucet& in the building were
dripping and if they were
going to fix one they were
going to fix them all," he said.
Todd and Kathy said they
haven't had enough time to
meet many new people in the
apartments around them.
However, they already knew a
few couples that live in the
Courts.

Photo by LONNIE HARP

presents

Atlanta

~hYthm

Sectivn

Sunday, April 20
FREE!
....

Fulton, Tenn., have a six-year·
old daughter named Christy.
They said the atmosphere at
College Courts is much
differen t than in residence
halls.
"This is much more like a
neighborhood,'' eaid Kathy.
"Everyone ganga around the
aidewalb or playground to
talk while the kids play.
"Down here everybody
pretty well looks after each

STEPHANIE AND RUSSELL BURGER tended to their one-year-old son, Major, at their College
Courts apartment Wednesdav mom lnQ.

The University
Center Board

funded hy SGA

They alao enjoy inviting
guests over for dinner. "I love
cooking for people," Kathy
said.
On the other hand, David
and Kathy Wade- who have
lived in their apartment since
May and are alao housing
representatives -have gotten
to know almost all the couples
in their building and some in
others.
The Wades, from South

other's belongings and
watches each other" kida,''
David said. "I've never known
anyone around here that's had
any problema with break-ins."
In addition to people
speeding th r ough their
neighborhood, the Wade's had
a few more ideas about
problems that exist in College
Courts.
Kathy said that there isn't
enough storage apace in the
apartments for couples with
children, while David said the
children's playground could
use some improvement.
David said there needs to be
more two - bedroom
apartments available.
"The 800 building is the only
one now that has two-bedroom
units,'' David said. "That's
only 12 apartments."
Kathy works and doesn' t
attend classes, but David ia a
full-time student, and like
Todd he believes it's much
more difficult being married
while in school than it was
when he was single.
"Kathy works. I can'texpect
her to take on the full load of
cleaning and taking care of
Christy, and there's always
the attention you want to give
your family,'' said David. "In
a dorm I could usually get
some privacy without kids
running in and out. My best
study time now is from 9 or 10
o'clock until l , after everyone
else had gone to bed."
However, the Wades -like
the Smiths and the Burgers appear contented, in both their
marriage and their
neighborhood.

-------~ -------
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Zimmerman
Qualifications
*Chairea Student Services and Opinions Committee (2 yrs.)
*Coordinated Production of 1984-85 and 1985-86 University
Telephone Directories
*Conducted Academic Honesty, Student Rights, Registration
Visitation and Par~ing Violation Surveys
*Coordinated Alcohol Awareness Week Mocktail Party
*Attended Murray State University since 1981 and is
currently working towards Master of Science Degree

Goals
*Implement Student Discount Card
*Extend Visitation in Resident Halls
*Appoint Minority Student Liason to Student Senate
*Appoint Married Housing Liason to Student Senate
*Insure Student Input on any Proposal to raise Student
Activity Fee
*Completion of 5-1 Meal Ticket Plan
*Maintain an "Open Door Policy"
*Receive more·student Input on Current Parking Conditions
*Insure Student Representation in the planning of the
Registration Process
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Brothers of
Alpha Gamma Rho wish
their sweetheart

A-Superior;B-Good;C-Fair;D-Mediocre;F- Poor

Hagar's debut wins Roth fans
Van Halen won't have
many problems winning Roth
fans, because their new album
5150 promises and delivers
hard-line rock·n·roll.
Sammy Hagar, who
recently replaced lead singer
David Lee Roth, proves he can
hold his own in the music end.
Even the name of the album
suggests a change of attitude
for the band members. 5150, a
police code used to identify
mentally disturbed
individuals, shows the
humorous side of the band.
These guys are out to make
music and have a good time
doing it.
The Hagar/ Van Halen
rapport is evident throughout
the album. The song "Inside"
is a tongue-in -cheek
commentary about the Roth
departure from the band.

Van Halen

5150

A
Hagar sings, "It's not what
you are. It's how you dress.
That's one thing I've learned
from these guys."

As for the single "Why Can't
This Be Love," which has
received a great deal of
national attention, it still has
the Van Halen touch, but with
an additional plus, Hagar.
Other promising songs on
the album are "Beet of Both
Worlds" and the title cut.
Overall, 5150 is an excellent
Rtart for the Van
Halen/ Hagar team.
-Angie Watson
Thi• album was furnished
by Terrapin Station at 605
Olive St.

Kim McCullar
Good luck in the
Miss MSU pagean t April 12.
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·Arrivals
**********************

.4.ctlvewear and Tennis Wear
Torn
Hanks

Tli 1:.

M(),._l:.~

Shelly
Long

IJIT
(PG)

va.-l¥n
Lf)blf)IIY
and m f)l"e !

Naf-Naf
Elane Eleu
Natty

4nd Leta•s still v ffe n haln;uttln• and
d eslun. hi•IIUhtlnu. · n~anl c;urlnu and
h vtwax.
1W() l>t>dst>n .4ve.

(1:30, 3:30) 7:10, 9:10 p.!Tl.
Woody Allen - Michael Callle
"HANNAH AND
HER SIS~AS" (PG-13)

central center 753-3:;14
(24-hour movie lnlormetlon)

Capt. Sinoke has rolled prices
back to the 50's
for T.J.'s 4th
Annlversary/11111

(3:15) 9:05p.m. ONLY

APRIL FOOL'S
DAY CR)
(1 :30. 3:10) 7:05. 8:55

POLICE
ACADEMY III
BACK IN TRAINING
(PG)

(1:30) 7 p .m. ONLY

SLEEPING

BEAUTY a

Saturday, April12 Only
Hamburgers (dre~sed regulsr) •• 50 cents apiece
Buy them by the bag full
/

French Fries.............. 25 cents
Regular Drinks............ 25 cents
Register tor $100 Cash
Drawing 8 a.m. Saturday
You don't h•N to be pfMMt to wlnl

(1 :30, 3:15) 7:15, 9:10 p .m.

T.J.'s B-B-Q

Tim Conway and
Harvey Korman In
"THE LONGSHOT (I'CHI)

Free 12 oz. mug to first 75 customers/

chestnut at. 753-3314

ChNtnut lbwt Murrey 7A-0045

• \

f/.tl
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Paducah band kicks off
Spring Week's activities
By ANGIE WATSON
Staff Writer

•

Sunday will mark the first
event of Spring Week and the
second concert at Murray
State for the band Trix.
The four·man band will
perform from 7-11 p.m. at a
street dance in front of
Winslow Cafeteria.
Trix was formed in early
1985 in Paducah and has had
four singles receive air play
since August. Theae songs are
"Close to the Edge,"
"Tonight," "Do What You Do"
and "Froety Funk."
The band received local
attention after calling radio
station WDDJ 97-FM
m9agement in Paducah and
asJQng them to listen to the
ba. . 's songs, said Tony
Riehards, the station's
operations manager. Richards
said after listening to their
mueic, he began playing Trix'a
fire song, "Close to the Edge.''
" I play a major role in th4!
Pa4ucah market in pushing
loail bands,'' he said.
'ftUs local band has yean of
ex~ence behind it, Richards
said. Drummer Steve Wataon
and keyboardist Greg
Burwess, who started the
band, have played
professionally for some time,
he said. Watson performed
with the Lettermen and with
Roy Clark in La& Vegas, Nev.
Burgess appeared with
Paducah bands, as well aa

t

with Dan Seals in 1984.
As for the other members,
bassist Kevin Synan hails
from the Nashville group Hot
Tomato and has played on
USO tours overaeaa. Guitarist
Dave Mick's credits include
the Paducah-based band, Gun
Runner.
Richards described Trix as a
Top 40, danceable band that is
bound for success.
"I predict Trix will have a
record deal in the near future,"
he said. "I think they'll be
succesaful in the record
bwrinesa."
Response to Trix street
dances at Murray have been
positive, according to Lorilee
Jones, UCB chairman of
special events.
''A lot of times street dances
don't go over, but it went real
well (previoualy)," she said. "I
think it'll be even better this
time."
The Terry Mike Jeffrey
Band waa acheduled to
perform with Trix at the street
dance. However, lead singer
Terry Mike Jeffrey cancelled
because of throat nodules and
will not be able to sing for 18
days, Richa.rda said.

Other Spring Week
activities include
performances
by
singer/ comedian Michael
John in the Curria Center
Stables Monday at 8 p.m. and
by White Animals on Cutchin
Field at 7:30 p.m. Tueaday.
The Student Government
Association elections and All
Campus Sing will be
Wedneaday. Food services will
sponsor a cookout at Winslow
Cafeteria Thursday.

Hodge's Tax
Service

,

Compare Our Prices
Mike Hodge
II em. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Any Other Time
By Appolntmel't
Southside Shopping Center

Murray
75i-1<425

· ~PorstOYC.II
. .A Presld. .
t

Mon. 1:30 p.m.
Tu.e. 3:30 p.m.
Wed &:30 p.m.

p:~~~~~

...., ........ lbacly
Independently produced cartoons trom
aome of the most gifted American &
EulrotMKllll filmmakers. 30 min.

------------------------

Thu,... 5 p.m.

Fri. g 30 P.m.

L
L

L

L
L

A profile of e motorcycle reclng
champion along with making crafts.
Something for everyone on
" Spotlight" Tuesday at 5:30.
Wednesday at 10 p.m . and Friday at
5:50on .............

J

We'll pull together as many toppings as you
crave to satisfy your late-night pizza appetite. All
steamy hot and deliciously served
with zesty layers of cheese and tangy sauce. On a
crispy thin or deep-dish pan crust.
Enjoy the taste and place more and more people
are getting into.
:

I

~~~

Buy any pizza a.n~ get the next smaller ~me style ~izza with equal •
number of toppmgs for .994 • Present I hi.$ coupon 1.111th ,guest c;heck.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires: April l8.
"'
•

p·JZZ8 Jftft
.
GET liTO PIIU...

111

:
I

·---------------------------------------~

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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Purcell remains pleased,
netters retain hot streak
By CLAY WALKeR
Sports Editor

The men's tennis team
continued ita roll through ita
season, this week. Murray
State escaped Southern
Ulinois University, 5-4,
Wednesday after cruising
through Sill-Edwardsville,
Austin Peay State University
and T e nnessee Tech
University last weekend.
The Racers had a little more
trouble with the Salukis,
however, with the entire
match coming down to the No.
2 doubles. Bard Gunderson
and Alan Fanner managed to
pull itout6-7, 7-6, 7-6.

" It (a close match) is much
better," coach Bennie Purcell
said. "Your players learn to
play under tough situations."
The Racers haven't eeen
many tough situations since
the early part of the year. The
Racers moved to 3-0 in the
OVC by downing Austin Peay,
6-3, and blanking Tech, 8-0.
Murray State's nettera will
not have much time to savor
the victory, though. They
traveled to Louisville
yesterday, face Eutern
Kentucky University, in
Richmond today, Morehead
State University, away
tomorrow, and Top 15
University of Tennessee, in
Knoxville Sunday.

While Purcell ia pleased with
his team's play the past three
weeks, he ia still searching for
the right combination of
doubles teams.
"I really haven't been
satisfied with the No. 3
doubles combination," he
said. "And I expected (John)
Brunner and (Alan) Fanner to
do better, really."
John Brunner and Jena
Bergrahm have been
swapping the No. 1 and No. 2
spots for Murray, while
freshman John Sneider baa
been winning consistently at
S..TENNIS

Photo by BRAD GASS
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FRESHMAN John Schneider returns 1 ahot In • Racer practice.
The Aacen are on the road thlt weekend.

Men tracksters get out·of blocks quickly
Wayland Baptist, and a host Johnson, and Mike Ramsey.
''These guys all had their best
of other schools.
"William Jordan did an splits of the year," said
outstanding job competing in Flanqan.
John O'neal, who runs for •
The men's track team ia off five events in leas than two
to a good start for the outdoor days," Flanagan said. In the the Murray State track club
season. This marks the third SEMO results, Jordan placed broke his previous 400 mete;
week of good performances, first in the 500 meter run with high hurdle record with a time
a ccording to coach Jay · a time of 14:51:08 and placed of 53:23. His previous record
Flanagan.
seventh in the 1,500 meter run was 54:12. Teammate Willie
Southeast Missouri State with a time of 3:55:01. He alao Thomas got his personal beat
University held one of ita helped the team in the 400 time in the 400 meter high
finest meets of the year which meter relay which featured hurdles with a time of 54:44.
featured Alabama. Indiana, Calvin Turnley, Patterson
Todd Henson, Mi k e
By DENNIS DOCKERY
Reporter

Ramsey, Trent Lovett, and
Jordan placed seventh in the
two mile relay with a time of
8:05:89. William Jordan had
the fastest split time with a
1:55:02.
The distance medley relay
team had ita endurance tested.
Barry Knight ran 800 meters,
Calvin Turnley ran 400
meters, Mike Leveronne ran
1,200 meters and Lance

Murray riflers continue
to dominate nationals
By JOHN WATSON
Staff Writer

Footloose

Photo by AMY AL.V~AEZ

BASEBALL IPIKEI domlnete the Ylew from the '8..... locUr room In Cerr HMtth Bulldlftt.

Winders ran 1,600 meter&. The
team placed seventh with a
time of 10:37:36.
To finish the meet on a good
note, Joe Woodside planted the
second best throw in Murray
State history in the discu81
throw. He also placed seventh
in the javelin with a throw of
185.3. Teammate Patterson
Johnson placed fourth in the
triple jump with a jump of51 .4.

The Murray State Rifle
Team received more honors
this week by having four
members selected to be on the
National Junior Olympic
Team and three ·members
selected to take part in the
United States Olympic
Festival.
Deena Wigger, Marianne
Wallace, Gary Stephens and
Don Kristianfen qualified for
four of the 30 open slots for
collegiate ahootere on the
National J unior Olympic
Team. The four will compete
today and tomorrow at the
Olympic Training Center in
Colorado Sprinp, Colo.
The members will compete
in air rifle and amallbore
competition at a diatance of 50
metere indoors. " Most of the
time we compete outaide at a
dis t a nce of 50 meters.
However, the Training Center
baa the only indoor 50 meter

range in the nation, so they
will compete inside," said
Alison Schultz, MSU Rifle
Team member.
At the United States
Olympic Festival at Houston
to be held July 21-28, Wallace,
Schultz, and Stephens will
take part in both air rifle and
smallbore competition. They
will join nine other men and
women to make up the U.S.
Shooting Team at the
Festival.
"It's a lot offun and quite an
honor to qualify for the
Festival," Schultz said.
The United States host the
Olympic Festival each year
there ia not an Olympics. All
Olympic and Pam American
Games' sports are repre.ented
in the F.Uval.
"What they do to ua ia divide
the country into North, South,
Eaat and Weet and have a
team for each diviaion .
Pre.ently we don't know what
team we will be shooting on
but we will be competing,"
Schultz said.
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~qu-estrian team to liost regional
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By~RIAN JOHNI
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T.tle • ........., Job bllolc
· home with you this year I
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IOIIcl•
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tteeds repf'818ntltlwa.
Full time - · part time
Will train.

further Jntormatton call Tammy at 7&3-270i

CLMSIC TANNING
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CRASS RJRNI1lJIIE

......_
-..._
$2.95per•nl•

~Cigarettes

,snacks

~Groceries

,-Self Serve

8-pack can Pepsi and
Pepalproducts
$1.8

Stewart's Ham & Cheeae
sandwich
OPIN24HOURI
12th I Che1lnut

Crass Furniture 8outh3nhtreet.M.,.,
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Before you make
a long distance commitmenl,
make ~reyoU fmow
what
·'re.
ng·

\

..

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known
what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances
are neither would have set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the services
you need, its easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.
But when you pick A18if as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing. You'll
get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long
distance connections-even at the busiest hours. And
long distance operators to assist you with immediate

@AT&T 1986

credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.
.
And you'll get discounts off our Day Rate on your
state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during
weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from llpm to
Sam, Sunday through Friday. And 400Al discounts evenings between Spm and llpm, Sunday through Friday.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AThT. With AThT Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. Just call
1 800 222-0300 for more information or to
choose AThT. Reach out and touch someone~
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Senior prepares for final football season
By DENNIS DOCKERY
Reporter

Recond on the chart, but his
weight may be a factor.
Warford will be ending his
college career next season.
The defensive back& are
looking good. It seems aa
though to be a defensive back
you have to belong to a
fraternity. That fraternity
e~econdary ia lead by codefenaive coordinator Keith
J ones. Everyone on the team
can hear coach Jonea yelling
at hia defenaive backs for
perfection.
The defensive backfield
features Kenneth Cooper, Kurt
Brunson, Tony Thorton, Greg
Sanden, Tim Herndon, Darryl
Bryant, David Morria, Brook
Redding, and Ben Gore.
Both Cooper and Bnmaon

It's 5:42 a .m., an early
Tuesday morning, and my
alarm is buzzing as ifitie time
to change perioda on the
football field . The sound of
that alarm is only a reminder
to let me know that we are at
the midpoint of our spring
football practice and I have 18
minut e s before ROTC
formation starts. If I don't
make it, I'll be doing pushups.
It's 12:30 p.m. and I'm in
Humanities 202 listening to
Dr. Hough elaborate on the
''Lady of Bath." Suddenly, Dr.
Hough says, "Mr. Dockery
would you like a lady like
this?" I said no. "Well,
Dockery what kind of woman
would you like?" The entire
class stared at me waiting for
an answer.
I said the first thing came to
my mind, "an unexperienced
woman , sir ." I can't
understand out of all thoee
people, why h e would call on
me. ~nough of that, let me
proceed with the story.
It's 2 o'clock and I finally
reach the football stadium.
Mr. Keys, our equipment
manager, says, "Dockery, how
are you doing. I replied,
"great!' Now I'm walking
down the hall to enter the
locker room , I can h ere Bruce
Arnett imitating the Chicago
Bears' song, ''Superbowl
, Shuffle," he changed the
words in the song so that he
could brag on our linebacken.
Well I must give the guy
credit, those linebackers are
good. They have experience.
So this year's linebacker
shufflingcrewfeaturesWeeley
Keene, Kerry StepteT, John
Tharpe, Luke Curry, Mike
Craig and the Arnett, better
known as "Stud." The way
things look, anyone of thoee
guys could start.
Now I'm at my locker, ita
next to the "tough" running
back they call Bill Bird. Bird ia
entering his junior year for our
Photo by BRAD GASS
team. Bird, who injured hie
knee a year ago, i. runn.iq the
ball really well. On the depth nGHT END Dennla Doc:llery
chart, which ia subject to makM 1 Cltch In pr~etlce
change daily, Bird i8 at first
team conaatently. Bird' a back
up, Carloe Warford ia a cloee

..,..., .........

I

'

,__ATilA,__
.,A,__£.,
for
Vi~e

have good experience in the
secondary. Brunson, who
plays saftey, is very versatile.
He can play either safety or
either aide ot the comer
position.
To play offensive line, one
has to have poise. Thou1h the
defensive players seem to just
loose their brains on the field ,
nn offensive player mutt
maintain control of critical
situations and stay calm.
Charlie Wiles, who ie
finishing hi. last spring as a
Racer, seems to take charge on
the field when the first·team
offense tangle with the first
team defenae. He gets
everbody on offense motivated
and streaaea to everyone that
"we have to get better."

The offenaive line thie year
features new playen euch aa
Dewayne Bossiere, Rich
Wataon, and VinniePagliario.
The offense wouldn't be
much of an offense without a
g ood quarterbac k . The
quarterback situation is in the
swing of things. Last year's
quarterback, Kevin Siak, still
helps the younger
quarterbacks with hie
expertise. Mike Woznichak is

leading the way at this
position.
Hia backups, Mike Procter
and Glen Arterburn are
learning very rapidly and are
ready to get their shot at this
position. At this poeition, one
can't be rushed, these guys
will eventually get their turns.
S" TRAINING
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Vote for experience

LOU
Zimmerman
for SGA President

will be deeply appreciated
Paid for by the candidate

Alpha Omicron Pi
wishes their sisters
the best of luck
•
upcomzng
pageant

ril12
ber Behrens
ne Dalton
.... _.. . . Hoffman
lar

It's Terrific
We've Got*
Colorifics

Layaway

In satin and satin & lace
High heels, Med. heels,
Skimmer flats
You buy the shoe; we dye it
FREE!

V£e§ident

That's The Ticket !
Paid for by candidate
\

....:

~

r

Olympic Plaza
Open evenings
Sunday 1 - 5 p.m.

•
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Apathetical students fail
to acknowledge success
lfareporterevertellayouhe

~oesn't read his paper, he may

·•t'tellingyouthetruth.Butif
·ne says he doesn't watch
1her people read his paper,
•,.,pt•cially if he is an editor, he
•,., lying.
F. very Friday, aince I
\ rt·ame aports editor, I've sat
!. rough my classes and
' utched people thumbing
h rough the pages. I've
. .trned to quit watching most
.i rls. They generally put down
tlw paperinfavorofdoodling
.,·ben they get to the sports
r'(·tion.
Rutl'venoticedsomeofthe
_,ays'readinghabitaandl'ma
•ttle confused. We seldom
uave a really good student
• u rnout at basketball or
. lil t ball games. We seldom
llLWe a really good turnout at
.my ofoursportingevents, but
ht•re is no uae in beating a
,,•ad horse, excect for the pure
nioyment of it. What puzzles
m• is the complete diaintereat
~pring sports.
People see the tennis
··adline, skim over the first
"uple of paragraphs, then go
nnto baseball where they do
nc same thing.
Although they don't care
··nough about our "revenue"
·ports to go to the games,
:-ludents do generally read
.• bout them and have a good
. l,:a of bow they're doing. If
.. LUdents want to look for
~ uccessful athletic programs

they should spend more time
on the more obscure sports
stories.
Our tennis team ia doing
extremely well this year,
making a run at an
unprecedented seventh
c0 n secut i ve
0 vc
rhampionship. Ita coach,
Bennie Purcell, a former
professional basketball
player, ia the moat interesting
nnd successful coach we have.
In other programs,cA second
or third place finish in the
OVC would surely mean a
" rebuilding" year was to
follow.
Our track team used to
dominate the OVC, aa weU
and we almost lost it last fall.
I have yet to notice anyone
finish an equeatrian or rifle
team story. Our rifle team
finished just short of
successfully defending its
national championship and
'the equeatrian team begins ita
title defense this weekend in
Murray.
It is doubtful anyone who
reads this will go. I tis doubtful
anyone who reads thia ia an
equestrian fan. I'm not.

However, these teams
deserve recognition for trying
to give Murray State
something to be proud of and
they've done it without
soaking up the University's
money as the "revenue" sports
have.
I'm not pleading with people
to read our stories. If they
aren't interested that's their
buaine88. But I do regret that
people are so caught up in the
traditional big-time college
aportsthattheydon'thavethe
patience to get through a 12inch story on unspoiled
athletes who can win
independently.

Staff Writer

Floor hockey is still
•minating the intramural
t ' nt! as teams scramble for
""' playoffs in the laat week of
•u· rt·gular season. A record of
.I or better is required for
·..~haeason play.
1\vo teams are tied for first
•• IC't · in the Stanley Cup
··vtsion. The Plague and
OTC are 4-1, while Alpha
au Omega B team, 3-1, and
I ~it( Coach, 3-2, are in second
.,nd third place respectively.
~> uC'k-U and the Northern
ites are tied for fourth at 2·2.
l'h~ Chops have a 1-4 record.
In the IFC division, Alpha
mt Omega is leading with a
1 win-loss mark, followed by
l'i Kappa Alpha at 4-1.
l.ambda Chi is in third place
:d 4-2, while the Delta Sigs are
:~-2 . Kappa Alpha is 3-3 and
Sigma Chi ia 2-4. Sigma Phi
Epsilon is 1·3, while both Phi
Kappa Tau and Alpha
namma Rho are both 1-5.
In sorority volleyball, Alpha
:~ nmma Delta is 2.{) and Alpha
DeltaPiisl.Q.AlphaPhiisl·l
nnd Alpha Omega Pi is 0-2. In
to-ed volleyball Sigma Pi
Epsilon is 2.{) and the Belize
team is 1-2. The Highballers
are 1-1 while the Unknowns
are 2-Q.
In the IFC·Competetive
volleyball league, the Sigma
Pi team and Lambda Chi
Alpha are both 4.{), while
Alpha Gamma Rho is 3-1.
Sigma Chi is also at 3·1 and

KRppa Alpha along with
Alpha Tau Omega are 2-2. Phi
Kappa Tau and Pi Kappa
Alpha stand at 1-3 and the
Zekes are in last place with an
0-4 record.
The Cotton Clubbers, who
Journeyed to Louisville last
weekend, beat the University

.•

Vote for experience

LOU
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No. 3. Gunderson and Paul
Austin have been playing No.
4 and 5 respectively. Fanner,
Nathan Rowton and Jonas
Bergrahm have been battling
for the No. 6 spot.
Purcell said that
Wednesda y's match is a
reflection of h is team's
character.
"These guya have given a
good effort all year," he said.
"I've been impressed with the
way they've been ready to play
every day. I ask a lot of these
guya and they respond."

Floor hockey season ending,
tourney -play starts next week
By JOHN MARK ROBERTS

Apple computer inat8ller needed
Occuional part time work inetallina comp11terw at Murray and
IUrroundinr public: IChoola. Some oomputer or electronica
experience dMirable. Muat be available now throuah Auau-t
Phone John Atterbury (606}268-1431 or write:
Lexinaton Computer Store, 2909 Richmond Road
Lexinaton, Ky. 40609

of Louisville intramural team,
then lost to the
University of Kentucky in the
semi-finale by the same acore.
"There were some very good
teams in the tournament,"
coach Paul Akridge said.
''Everybody on our team
played well."
60-52,

- ----------
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Choose

kitchen
hRnd ur£1.u~Dn:i*''M

Fritz &
trays.

Hours: Mon...Sat.
9 a.m ..S p.m.

.
·~;
SURVIVAL GAMES!
HWY 68 One Mile North of Jonathan reek
CROSS COUNTRY SURVIVAL GAMES
Wilderness Fun. Kentucky Lake, KY.
(502) 354-8776

Alpha §iom
Alpha
wishes the
best of luck
to our sisters
in the SGA
elections.
Jeanna Curtis
Cathie Rice

.•

<l ___

$5 discount!
Youw ..... tt.n all

ThegrMt~Molta

,.,.,.

Oflhf'a.o.t~ ""~~~~
and-~ Klfl, ,_, W~~~o ..

. . ..... ~taawlnt.llw....,..,.ottwire..

Ruth Sanders
Amy Thompson
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"Games Played Morn1ng and Ah!!rnoon ~
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Students work at Camp Energy
By JOHN MARK ROBERTS
S taff Writer

Bailey Gore, project director
of the department of health
and physical education, baa
announced a proposal that
would help both MSU student&
andcamperaatCampEnergy.
The camp is located in the
Trace on the Ironton Road in
Trigg County in Land
Between the Lakes.
Und e r the proposed
agreement, MSU will provide
leadershiip for the campers
and users of the camp while
TV A will provide the use and
maintenance of the camp
through Oct. 1. Murray State

Trainingconunued from Page 18
The outside linebackers
~eem to be in a class of their
own. These guys hardly ever
~ay a word on the field. The
only person who seems to do
all the screaming and yelling
is their "fired up" coach, Bud
" Budweiser" Foster. This
coach hardly ever seems to be
in a dissapointing mood.
The outside linebackers are
lead by that "AWESOME"
Tony Woody. Woody, who won
the teams moat valuable
defensive player and beat
special teams player, ia doing
his share on the field. Woody,
who is a very low-keyed
person, seems to getfurious on
. the field when one of the
outside linebackers makes a
mistake. This guy is more of a
roach. Vincent Bell, Billy
Guyton, Tim Broady, J ames
Clark, Jerry Sparks, Willie
Prather, and David Bealle
make up this dynamic set of
outside linebackers.
It' s 3:15 and Coach Beamer
says,"Everybody up. Gang
lets work hard and get
everyone on the same level.
Let's go man go." Well, I can
hear the sound of that hom
again, this time signalling the
heginning of our 12 daily drill
sessions, which reminds me, r
have ROTC physical training
in the morning.

G
olf-continued from Page 16

wiJl given money for the
leadership, supervision and
program planning, and TVA
will be responsible for the
promotion of programs and
reservations.
"This would not only be a
service to those groups but
. a}ao help Murray State's
thera p eutic recreation
student& with the chance to
prov~de
leadership,
programming and instruction
for apecial populations," he
added.
Jerry Conley, Camp Energy
director, says that the
agreement between Murray
State and the camp benefits
both Murray State students
and the camp. He says the
plan is innovative in that
students are abl'! to get
experience and that the camp
also benefits.

The Boy Scout Museum
present& a natural tie-in with
the proposal. However, Gore
points out that the program
can be offered to other youth
groupe.
"Th e services will be
available to Girl Scouts,
American Camping
Auociation groups and
American Red Croas groups.
We would hope that we could
provide camping experiences
for the handicapped as well,"
Gore said.

Camp Energy offers a
variety of activities for
campers and works with the
Boy Scouts in their merit
badge program. They offer a
program in archery and host
The Fur-Takers of America.

for information.

PIONEER
SG-9500 Graphic Equalizer
10 BAND, Tape Monitor·
Switch. Separate L&R

$100080.
Call Nolan at 753-n33

Wanted
Ad salesperson, small town paper·
past, present, & future news· Call
247-3278 or wri te 919 W.
Broadway, Mayfield, KY 42066.

Study Break...
Rent A Movie!

Staff nominations sought

•KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
•COMMANDO 1 S ILVER BULLET
•EUROPEAN VACATION 'FRIGHT NIGHT
'PEE WEE'S BIG ADVENTURE •THE GOONIES
•SILVERADO 'SUMMER RENTAL
•RETURN OF THE JEDI
•wEIRD SCIENCE

Nominations for the first
Staff Excellence Awards of
$500 each to recognize eight
employees at Murray State
University for out.ltanding
service will be accepted until
noon April 21.
Established by the Board of
Regent& March 22, the new
program provides for two
awards in each of four
categories aa repreeented in
S t a f f C o n g l' e s s :
secretarial/ clerical; general;
phy s ical p l a n t; an d

the Staff Congress, said
nominations may come from
students, faculty or staff on
the campus or from anyone in
the community.
Nomination forma are
available in the offices of the
vice president& a nd deans, at
the information deak or in the
Stu d en t Go vern m e n t
Association office in the
Currie Center or from any of
the 30 members of Staff
ConJTMI.
Recipientamuathaveeerved
executivel~pUiWmal
three yeara in a etaft' position
An n Spann and Tan e a t MSU and will not be eligible
Alexancer, co-chairmen of the • for the award. for conaecutive
staff recoJCDition committee of yeara.

S~ciol:

$2 daya Tuesday &
Thursday

St. Jude Riders Needed

200EutMaol'l

Calling all bikers! St. Jude Wheels for Life Bike·A· Thon
needs you! Join the ride Saturday April 19 at the Hazel
Community Center. Contact your neighbors, get sponsors
clnd ride to help St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, the
largest treatment and research center for childhood cancer.
Be a partner in an exciting ride for success; call Ronnie or
Terese Shemwell at 492-8308 for more information.

present.
According to Hewitt, the
team's goal is to shoot 900 for
the tournament. "If we
accomplish our goal, we
should be in the top three or
four teams in the
tournament," he said. "We
need to be shooting that by the
time of our conference
tournament to be close to
winning."

properly.

Call (805) 887-8000
Enen•ion GH-5641

"This summer we will have
one intern from Murray and
another one from Eaatem.
These students will be
working 12-15 weeks," Gore
said. Inte r ns will be
responsible for planning
programs and working with
campers, he said .

Because the the university
assumes the maintenance of
thecamp,hesays, TVA is able
to cut back the coat and
therefore keep the camp open.
This is the second year for
the agreement between
Murray State and the camp.

WE'LL STILL BE THERE
WHEN HE WAKES UP

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair).
AI.Bo, delinquent tax
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BaseballEven if they're tuned in to the right channel at the right time, chances
Continued from Page 22
are that your potential customers will be doing something other than
The Thoroughbreds are now
watching when your advertisement appears on t.v. Your message may
in their OVC schedule .
be lost forever. The Murray State News, on the other hand, reaches
"Offensively we're capable,
89 percent of the students and covers your market area more
but we won't beat anyone if
~fectively and economically than any other campus med•um.-Ancl
our pitching doean 't improve,"
it's interesting enough to keep ,them awake, too.
he said.
Steve Groehn now leads the
team in batting average (.366),
RBI (28), home runs (9) and
total bases (65). In pitching,
~··]
Van QQlmont- ia tops in
VV
in~ings .~pitCht>.d,;
(3!),2)., ·.a' nd
stnkeouts
(92).
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